Lazy functional languages seem to be unsuitable for programming embedded computers because their implementations require so much memory for program code and graph. In this paper we describe a new abstract machine for the implementation of lazy functional languages on embedded computers called the X-machine. The X-machine has been designed so that program code can be stored compactly as byte code, yet run quickly using dynamic compilation. Our rst results are promising | programs typically require only 33% of the code space of an ordinary implementation, but run at 75% of the speed. Future work needs to concentrate on reducing the size of statically-allocated data and the run-time system, and on developing a more detailed understanding of throw-away compilation.
Introduction
Today computers lurk everywhere, heavily disguised as digital diaries, mobile telephones, video cameras and countless other electronic devices. Whilst it is most unlikely that any of these embedded computers was programmed with a functional language, two characteristics of the market lead us to believe that functional languages may one day be used to program consumer electronics products. Firstly, it is vital that these products should be delivered on time | the pace of the market is such that a delay of six months can make the di erence between high sales with big pro ts, and low sales with big losses. Secondly, it is vital that these products should be delivered to speci cation | any careless oversight can result in the expense and embarrassment of recalling many thousands of units. There are strong arguments that functional programs can be written more quickly and proved correct more easily than imperative ones (Turner, 1982; Hudak & Jones, 1994) .
Unfortunately, the lazy functional programs with which we work often require large amounts of memory. They consist of an expression to be evaluated, which is represented by a graph, and some functions, which are represented by reduction rules for the graph. A program is executed by reducing the graph to normal form, printing the result as it becomes available. To make programs run fast, many implementations compile the reduction rules into machine code, even though this may produce a lot of code. Suppose, for example, that we are using the popular Chalmers HBC/LML compiler (Augustsson & Johnsson, 1989) and an SGI 02 computer with an R5000 processor. At one extreme, consider the 120-line calendar program from (Bird & Wadler, 1988) . This program compiles into 288k bytes of code (of which 34k bytes are for statically-allocated data and 70k bytes are for run-time support); only an additional 30k bytes are needed for the graph. At the other extreme, consider the 25,000-line HBC/LML compiler itself. This program compiles into 3,800k bytes of code (of which 708k bytes are for statically-allocated data and 70k bytes are for run-time support); an additional 4,000k bytes for the graph are enough to compile most modules. These gures show that code size can be a real problem, and they are quite unacceptable in an industry where economic and physical constraints severely limit the amount of memory available. Think of an electric shaver which may contain one or two kilobytes, or a television which may contain a few hundred.
In recent years, we have shown that the program graph can often be made much smaller with careful reprogramming informed by the results of heap pro ling. In this paper we show that the program code can also be made much smaller, without running much more slowly, by using dynamic compilation. This work leaves the run-time system (a xed 70k bytes) and statically-allocated data (typically, 25% of the remaining code size) untouched. Further work needs to be done to reduce the size of both of these. Nonetheless, our results give us real hope that functional programs can indeed be used to program embedded computers. This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines two traditional interpretive techniques that have been used to implement functional languages on small personal computers. Section 3 explains why interpreters cannot exploit some important features of modern computer architecture in the way that compilers can. Section 4 describes a new abstract machine designed so that programs can be stored with the compactness of an interpreter, yet run with the e ciency of a compiler. Section 5 gives details of how this abstract machine's programs are represented and executed. Section 6 notes some di culties in incorporating the abstract machine into a test-bed implementation. Section 7 provides some performance gures for this implementation. Section 8 considers some possible future work, Section 9 some closely related work, and Section 10 concludes.
A certain familiarity with the implementation of functional languages and the basics of computer architecture is assumed throughout this paper. Those without such familiarity may occasionally need to consult the textbooks by Peyton Jones (Peyton Jones, 1987) and Patterson and Hennessy (Patterson & Hennessy, 1994) .
Interpretation
One way to program embedded systems using a functional language is to further cut down an implementation designed for a small personal computer. Such implementations save code space by using either byte code or threaded code interpretation (R ojemo, 1995; Leroy, 1990) . This section brie y reviews these two techniques.
Byte code Interpretation
A byte code interpreter works as follows. At compile-time, the program is translated into a simple abstract machine code, conventionally called byte code because each instruction is represented by a one-byte opcode followed by further bytes for any operands. At run-time, an interpreter executes the byte code instructions. This works particularly well when the abstract machine is a stack machine. Most instructions load their arguments from the stack and store their result there. They can be represented by a single opcode byte, giving a byte code with a high instruction density y which is easy to interpret. However, for simple stack operations there is a large interpretive overhead | around 30% of the total execution time can be spent dispatching on the opcode (R ojemo, 1995).
Threaded Code Interpretation
The interpretive overhead can be reduced considerably by using a threaded code interpreter. The opcode byte of each instruction is replaced by the address of the code that implements the instruction. An instruction is executed by making a call to the opcode. In this case, dispatching on the opcode takes place at compile-time rather than run-time and the interpretive overhead can be halved (Leroy, 1990 ). But the instruction density is also lower because the opcode is represented by an address (typically, 4 bytes) instead of a byte.
Interpreters and Modern Computer Architecture
A serious drawback of both byte code and threaded code interpreters is that they cannot exploit some important features of modern computer architecture.
Modern computers are general purpose register machines: they provide plenty (typically 32 or more) of registers that can be accessed more quickly than main memory, and good performance depends on making full use of them. Unfortunately though, an interpreter deals with one abstract machine instruction at a time, and it is di cult for it to make serious use of machine registers. Modern computers have instruction pipelines: while one instruction is being executed, the next is being decoded, and the next-but-one is being fetched. Unfortunately though, an interpreter makes a large number of branches to addresses which are decided very late. These branches stall the pipeline and reduce its e ectiveness. Modern computers cache instructions: they exploit locality of reference by copying blocks of main memory into cache memory which can be accessed more quickly. Interpretive loops usually contain a small block of code to implement each abstract machine instruction. Unfortunately though, these blocks do not necessarily enjoy good locality of reference.
y A machine that uses a small number of bits to encode a program is said to have good instruction density (Hennessy & Patterson, 1990) Even older processors now have all these features. An implementation that exploits modern computer architecture better than an interpreter may make it possible to use a processor with a reduced clock rate, or from the previous generation. This in turn may substantially improve the competitiveness of a product.
An Abstract Machine
Ideally, we would like a way to store programs that gives a high instruction density, and a way to execute them that makes good use of the machine's registers, pipeline and cache. With this as our goal, we have developed a new abstract machine called the X-machine. It is the result of some experiments with the Chalmers LML/HBC compiler (Augustsson & Johnsson, 1989) , and is best described in that context. The Chalmers compiler generates code rst for an abstract stack machine called the G-machine, and then for a less-abstract register machine called the M-machine. As we shall see, the X-machine lies somewhere between these two.
The G-machine
The G-machine provides instructions for constructing and manipulating graphs. To give some idea of its operation, here is the G-machine code for the function dup de ned as dup x = (x,x) dup: PUSH 0 PUSH 1 CPAIR 0 UPDATE 2 POP 1 RET Figure 1 shows how this code is used to perform graph reduction. Execution begins with a pointer to an initial graph on the pointer stack (Figure 1(a) ). The \spine" of the graph is then unwound by pushing pointers to the vertebrae (Figure 1(b) ). When the head of the spine has been reached the stack is rearranged to provide e cient access to the argument (Figure 1(c) ). The machine code instructions for the dup function shown above are then executed in sequence to perform one graph reduction (Figure 1(d{i) ). Among the G-machine instructions are PUSH n, which copies a pointer on the pointer stack; CPAIR m, which takes two pointers from the pointer stack and puts back one to a pair node tagged with m; UPDATE n, which overwrites one graph node with another; POP n, which removes n pointers from the pointer stack; and RET, which returns from a function call and restores the previous abstract machine state from the dump stack (not shown in Figure 1 ).
G-instructions tend to be complex, and G-code converts to a byte code with a high instruction density. This instruction density can be further increased by inventing new instructions to replace common sequences. For example, the last four instructions for dup are of the form CPAIR m; UPDATE n; POP (n ? 1); RET These could be replaced by CPAIR RET m n This instruction is an example of a superoperator as described in (Proebsting, 1995) , although the ones in the Chalmers LML/HBC compiler were derived manually rather than automatically.
The M-machine
The M-machine is an abstract general-purpose register machine. For historical reasons, it has a CISC-like instruction set, although for modern processors the Chalmers compiler simpli es programs to use only a RISC-like subset. By way of example, here is the M-code corresponding to the CPAIR RET m n instruction above.
This code uses three registers: Sp, Vp and r0. The rst two are stack pointers for the pointer and dump stacks; the last is a return register for function results. The addressing modes p and q depend on the context in which the M-code is generated. Note that n is not used because here the node to be updated can be found using Sp alone.
Since there is such a direct relationship between M-instructions and native code instructions, M-code converts to a byte code with almost the same instruction density as native code.
The X-machine
Our X-machine is a cross between the G-machine and the M-machine. Each Xinstruction is created by studying a G-machine instruction and the corresponding M-instructions side-by-side. The X-instruction opcode comes from the name of the G-machine instruction; any variables in the M-instructions appear as X-instruction operands, with small integers followed by a list of general addressing modes. Sometimes, a little common sense is then used to improve the instruction. So, to continue with our current example, instead of a single X-instruction of the form cpair ret m p; q ] there are six of the form cpair retm p; q ] because the peculiar Chalmers implementation of constructed types means that there are only six possible values of m (0{4, and \don't care"), and these can conveniently be made part of the opcode. The interested reader is referred to Appendix A for a summary of the full X-machine instruction set, and to Appendix B for two example functions.
Compilation
The X-machine has been designed so that programs can be stored compactly (like the G-machine) and executed e ciently (like the M-machine).
Byte Code Representation
X-instructions are represented by a single-byte opcode followed by further bytes for any operands. and the lower ve bits give either a register number r or an amount of padding t depending on the mode. For the register relative and register indirect modes, another byte gives the o set n (it is up to the compiler to ensure that o sets are small enough). For the byte, half and word modes, one, two or four more bytes give a constant. On an aligned machine, t padding bytes (indicated by ellipses) ensure that the constant is aligned for easy access. A reference number is an index into an array of addresses of functions and constant applicative forms that is kept with each function for use by the garbage collector. The compiler uses reference numbers in preference to addresses because they can be stored more compactly. This operand representation is the most compact possible for register addressing modes (which we have found are common), and it is also reasonably compact for constants (which we have found are less common).
Dynamic Compilation
X-code is designed to be executed using throw-away compilation (Brown, 1976 When the native code for a unit is added to the workspace, this is noted by the supervisor to avoid producing another copy. When the workspace becomes full, it is emptied by throwing the native code for all units away. Thus, the workspace serves as a native code cache with a particularly brutish replacement policy that is cheap to implement.
A Test Bed Implementation
Modifying the LML/HBC compiler (Augustsson & Johnsson, 1989) to implement the ideas above requires little imagination. The static compiler divides the source code into (lambda-lifted) functions and produces X-code for them. The dynamic compiler then produces native code from X-code by simple macro expansion, taking the o sets for jump instructions from the byte code. It is easiest to make the workspace part of the heap. By doing so, we make best use of the limited available memory | it would be a shame for a program to fail with no space available for code, but with plenty available for the graph. All native code is thrown away during garbage collection. Three points are worth mentioning in more detail: the management of function return, the compilation of case-expressions and the maintenance of cache coherency.
The Management of Function Return
Obviously, every function call must go via the supervisor, which either locates or generates the function's native code before transferring control to it. Less obviously, every function return must also go via the supervisor because throwing native code away leaves return addresses dangling. A return via the supervisor can be managed by storing three items on the stack when a function call is made from dynamically compiled code. These three items replace the usual return address (see Figure 3) . A return from the callee is directed to the supervisor, which normally just pops the caller identity and the o set before passing control to the caller's native code address plus the o set. But when the caller's native code has been thrown away, the supervisor must get it regenerated before passing control to the new native code address plus the o set. 
The Compilation of Case-expressions
There is a dilemma when dynamically compiling case-expressions. On the one hand, if the function containing the case-expression is applied once then it is a waste of e ort to compile code for every alternative because only one will eventually be chosen. On the other hand, if the function containing the case-expression is applied several times then the e ort to compile code for every alternative may not be wasted because all may eventually be chosen. Our solution to this problem is to bound the e ort required to dynamically compile a case-expression by thinning. A case-expression is thinned if it has more than a few alternatives (we use ve), or if it is nested within several other case-expressions (we use a nesting depth of two). Thinning involves oating alternatives containing let-or case-expressions out to the top level as new functions whose arguments are the free variables of the alternative. The alternatives of the thinned case-expression then become applications of these new functions to the appropriate variables. Thinning is easily implemented by modifying the lambda-lifting pass of the compiler.
The Maintenance of Cache Coherency
As we have already noted, modern computers cache instructions by copying blocks of main memory into faster cache memory. Often, there are separate on-chip caches for instructions and data, and the instruction cache does not track memory writes. This means that a newly-compiled instruction in main memory may not be \seen" until a previously-compiled one happens to lose its place in the instruction cache. Happily, many computers provide a cache coherency operation | for example, a system call to ush a range of addresses from the instruction cache | and so this di culty can be overcome. This issue is explored further in the paper by Keppel (Keppel, 1991) .
Experimental Results
To evaluate throw-away compilation, we performed some experiments on an SGI O2 computer. This machine has a 180MHz R5000 processor and 32Mb of main memory. Although the R5000 processor has a 32kb instruction cache and a 32kb data cache, there is no other cache. The machine runs version 6.3 of the IRIX operating system. Six of the larger programs from the \no b" suite (Partain, 1992) were used as benchmarks. These programs were modi ed in two ways. Firstly, the input was made much larger, usually by repeating it, so that the programs would run for a reasonable length of time. Secondly, the programs were made to print just the last character of their results, so that output time was negligible. For each program, we measured two things.
1. The code size. This excludes functions from the standard prelude, which are tedious to pick out, and run-time support code, (where the throw-away compiler | essentially, a large C switch statement | adds 12k bytes to the existing 70k bytes). 2. The execution time. Following Hammond et al. (Hammond et al., 1993) , we made measurements with a large number of heap sizes to investigate whether using the heap as a native code cache has any strange e ects. All measurements start from a heap size at which the program almost runs out of memory. Our compiler, which is based on version 0.9999.3 of the Chalmers LML/HBC compiler, was used to compile the six benchmark programs into byte code and native code. An ordinary version 0.9999.3 Chalmers LML/HBC compiler was also used to compile the six benchmark programs into native code. Tables 1, 2 and 3 give the text segment (native code) and data segment (statically-allocated data) sizes in each case. Figure 4 plots execution time vs heap size when all functions (including those in the standard prelude) are compiled into byte code and native code with our compiler. Figure 5 plots execution time vs heap size when all functions (including those in the standard prelude) are compiled into byte code with our compiler and native code with the ordinary HBC compiler. The ratio of these execution times vs heap size is plotted in Figure 6 . As well as execution times, we were interested in the number of function (re)compilations that take place. Figure 7 plots the number of (re)compilations vs heap size.
From these results, we observe two things. Firstly, there is practically no di erence between compiling to native code with our compiler and with the ordinary HBC compiler. This isn't a great surprise. The two compilers have much in common, including the same native code generator. Secondly, compiling to byte code makes the text segment smaller | the only native code left is the transfer of control to the supervisor at the start of each function | and the data segment larger | the byte code adds to the statically-allocated data. The combined size of this residual native code and byte code for our compiler is typically only 33% of the size of the ordinary native code produced by our compiler or the HBC compiler. Compiling to byte code also makes programs run more slowly because thousands of (re)compilations must take place. Regardless of the heap size, there will always be some supervisor overhead on function call and return. Programs with throw-away compilation typically run at 75% of the speed of those with ordinary compilation.
Future Work
Our rst experiments have yielded promising results. Unfortunately though, the large reduction in code size does not yet result in such a large reduction in program size because of statically-allocated data and run-time support. To reduce the size of statically-allocated data, it would be necessary to move from the HBC word-based encoding to a byte-based one. So far we have not done this because compatibility with the HBC compiler makes development of our own so much easier. Of the 70k bytes for the run-time system, roughly a third is for input/output, a third for memory management and a third for miscellaneous small routines written in Mcode. Perhaps 20% of this code is to support LML rather that Haskell, but again we have so far avoided removing it because the compiler is written in LML and bootstrapping is such an important test. By analogy with Denning's work on virtual memory (Denning, 1968) , we suppose that a \working set" of functions exists for most functional programs. We plan to collect data to con rm this supposition, perhaps by separating the storage areas for the code and the graph so that we can study the behaviour of the code alone. This may lead us to develop better rules for throwing code away, akin to those found in operating systems.
Even in its most basic form, throw-away compilation seems to be making good use of the features of modern computer architecture described in Section 3. However, it would be nice to have numbers for cache misses, pipeline stalls, and so on from a processor simulator to compare throw-away compilation, ordinary compilation and interpretive execution. These numbers may lead us to improve the design of the X-machine and the implementation of throw-away compilation. It is not clear how well throw-away compilation would work in an application with demanding with real-time constraints, and this remains to be investigated.
In this paper we have considered only lazy functional languages, such as Haskell. Although we see no reason why the dynamic compilation approach we have de- scribed should not work equally well with a strict functional language such as Standard ML, we need to build an implementation (perhaps based on Leroy's byte code interpreter (Leroy, 1990) ) to be sure. At the moment,there is no easy way for the programmer to take advantage of proling information. Although functions compiled with the ordinary compilation and those compiled with the throw-away compilation can be freely mixed, each module must be compiled one way or the other. This is not very exible. A programmer who wishes to use pro ling information to make the best time/space trade o must shu e functions between a pair of modules, one compiled with each scheme. In future, it is our intention to allow the programmer to annotate each function to indicate the compilation scheme required. Our rst throw-away compiler ran on a cast-o SUN SPARCstation SLC. After that machine expired, we ported the compiler to an SGI Indigo, and in doing so discovered that making the changes necessary to deal with a new instruction encoding could be a tedious and error-prone business. Upto now, portability has not been a concern, but in future as we move towards embedded processors we plan to save work by using something akin to Engler's VCODE (Engler, 1996) .
Related Work
To our knowledge, no one yet programs embedded computers with lazy functional languages. The nearest work that we know of is by Wallace and Runciman in the area of real-time control (Wallace & Runciman, 1995) . Ericcson Telecom use a mostly-functional language Erlang (Armstrong et al., 1993) for programming telephone switches.
Dynamic compilation is an old idea whose popularity waxes and wanes according to the fashion in computer architecture. In their 1991 paper, Keppel, Eggers and Henry argued that \new" computer architecture made it worthwhile again , and currently (Autumn 1997) there is a considerable amount of research going on this area. Here, we concentrate on some of the most recent papers since they provide a good way into the otherwise scattered literature on dynamic compilation.
Dynamic compilation has long been used to improve the performance of objectoriented programming languages. Both Deutsch and Schi man's SmallTalk system (Deutsch & Schi man, 1984) and Chambers and Ungar's SELF compiler (Chambers & Ungar, 1989) generate native code from the byte code of an object method when that method is invoked. The native code is cached and used if the method is invoked again. Should the cache ll up, some native code is ushed, to be regenerated when needed. SmallTalk was among the rst languages to represent programs as byte code for portability. The work mentioned here, however, is concerned with increasing execution speed rather than with decreasing code size.
As part of the Fox Project aimed at improving the design and development of high-performance system software, Lee and Leone have built a run-time code generator for a rst-order, purely-functional subset of ML (Lee & Leone, 1996) . Here, curried functions take an \early" argument followed by some \late" arguments, the idea being that \early" computations are performed by statically-generated code, and \late" computations by dynamically-generated code. Each curried function is compiled into assembly code, with instructions being annotated as either \early" or \late". The \early" assembly instructions are simply executed, while the \late" ones are specialised with now-known values and emitted into a dynamic code segment for immediate execution. There are no code templates to be copied and instantiated, and so dynamic code generation is cheap (only about six instructions per instruction generated). Lee and Leone are concerned with making progams faster by taking advantage of values that only become known at run-time, rather than with making programs smaller. They reported encouraging results for small programs, but their prototype implementation had no garbage collector, and so they could not say how well it would work for larger, more realistic programs.
The paper by Auslander et al. (Auslander et al., 1996) deals with the dynamic compilation of general-purpose, imperative, programming languages, such as C. Here, the program must be annotated to indicate regions where dynamic compilation may be worthwhile. For these regions, a static compiler produces machine code templates with holes for run-time constant values; the rest of the program is just compiled in the usual way. As the program is running, a dynamic compiler copies the templates, lling in the holes with appropriate constants and performing simple peephole optimisations. Again, the emphasis is on making programs faster by taking advantage of values that become known at run-time, rather than on making programs smaller. Pointers, side-e ects and unstructured control-ow present the usual problems for the authors as they attempt to produce an optimising C compiler. Nonetheless, they have managed to achieve good speed-ups over a set of ordinarily-compiled C programs, ranging from 1.2 to 1.8 times as fast.
The Omniware Virtual Machine produced by Adl-Tabatabai et al. (Adl-Tabatabai et al., 1996) is an abstract RISC that runs mobile programs sent to it across a network. The Omniware Virtual Machine has been designed so that code generation for it by compilers is easy, and the subsequent translation of this code to that of a modern processor is fast and e cient. Initially, the aim was to achieve portability without compromising e ciency. Even when performing safety checks to ensure that the program does not violate access restrictions, the Omniware Virtual Machine executes programs within 21% as fast as ordinary optimised ones without any such checks. This is claimed to be an order of magnitude faster than any other mobile code system. More recent research has concentrated on saving space too by compressing Omniware Virtual Machine code into a byte code that can either be interpreted directly or compiled to native code (Ernst et al., 1997) .
The Java Virtual Machine (Lindholm & Yellin, 1996) is an abstract stack machine that also runs mobile programs sent across a network. The byte code representation is used to achieve portability and save space. Although the original SUN implementation was a byte code interpreter, many Java implementors, including SUN, are now developing \just-in-time" compilers to speed up execution. These translate the byte code for methods into native code as they are called, and then run the native code. SUN claim that this can be upto an order of magnitude faster than interpreting the byte code.
Engler's VCODE (Engler, 1996) is a general-purpose system for implementing dynamic code generation. The VCODE system consists of a set of C macros and functions for generating machine code. Using them, a VCODE client (for example, a compiler) can construct machine code at run-time assuming the underlying processor is an idealied RISC. Chores such as constructing function prologue and epilogue code, backpatching labels and ensuring cache coherency can all be left to the VCODE system. As a result, programs that generate code dynamically are both portable and e cient (between six and ten instructions per instruction generated).
Throw-away compilation was rst mentioned in the context of functional programming by Turner (Turner, 1979) , and this was where we got the idea. An earlier version of this paper, with the same results for small LML programs, appeared as (Wakeling, 1995) .
Conclusions
In this paper we have described a new abstract machine for the implementation of lazy functional languages on embedded computers. It has been designed so that program code can be stored compactly as byte code, yet run quickly using dy-namic compilation. Our rst results are promising | programs typically require only 33% of the code space of an ordinary implementation, but run at 75% of the speed. Future work must now concentrate on reducing the size of statically-allocated data and the run-time system, and on developing a more detailed understanding of throw-away compilation.
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Summary of the X-machine Instruction Set Figure 8 gives a summary of the X-machine instruction set. This summary will make most sense when read in conjunction with the description of the Chalmers HBC/LML compiler (Augustsson & Johnsson, 1989) .
Two Example Functions
Below, we give two example Haskell functions and their translation into X-code.
.1 Factorial fact :: Int -> Int fact n = if n == 0 then 1 else n * fact (n -1) funstart fact 1 # ---fact ---zap 1 # blackhole 1(Sp) eval 0(Sp)] # eval n jne L1 $0,1(r0)] # branch if n /= 0 cint_ret 1 # return <INT,1> L1: garb # check for heap exhaustion alloc 0 # create <HOLE> at 0(Hp) move Hp,-1(Sp)] # push address of HOLE move 0(Sp),r1] # r1 <-<INT,n> sub r1 $1,1(r1)] # r1 <-n -1 bint 3 r1] # create <INT,n-1> at 3(Hp) move $3(Hp),-2(Sp)] # push address of <INT,n-1> inc_hp 5 # adjust Hp inc_sp -2 # adjust Sp callglobal 0 # call fact recursively move 0(Sp),r1] # r1 <-<INT,n> mul r1 1(r0),1(r1)] # r1 <-n * result of call, n' bint_ret r1] # return <INT,n*n'> funend # ---fact --- 
